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The #MeToo movement gained global prominence after Hollywood
celebrities came forward with their experiences of sexual violence and
encouraged others to do the same. This was by no means the first time a
woman had told the world of her experience of sexual violation, but this
time, the powerful were paying attention: “Women have been saying
these things forever. It is the response to them that has changed”
(MacKinnon 2020, 7). High-quality investigative journalists vetted the
women’s accounts and provided more stories of sexual abuse and
predation. Many survivors have since come forward with their own
names and their perpetrators’ names, leading some prominent men to be
deprived of their fame and positions of power. The #MeToo movement
makes two things matter and count: what the victims say and what the
perpetrators did. It has raised the perpetrators’ accountability and the
victims’ credibility and reversed the scenario of sexual violation: making
the perpetrator, not the victim, pay for the sexual harm.
Notwithstanding the controversies within feminism and the backlash
against feminism, the #MeToo movement is establishing roots and
becoming more diverse. Its global reach takes many forms and
directions. In Taiwan, a democratic country that considers itself a
regional leader in gender equality, #MeToo has become a symbol of
anti–sexual violence activism, but it has yet to produce a crystallizing
effect and recharge the anti–sexual violence movement. Despite the
prevalence of social media platforms and a free press in Taiwan, hardly
any survivors of sexual violence have publicly disclosed their identities or
those of their perpetrators, calling for others to follow, and eventually
leading to a collective demand for justice. No powerful men have been
identified and held accountable as a result of their victims’ public
accusations.1 No significant structural and social changes have emerged to
1. It could be argued that the responses to the Lin Yi-han case count as a #MeToo movement. After
her death from suicide in 2017, Lin, a young and talented writer, was found to have turned her own
experience into her acclaimed novel, which describes the story of a teenage model-student suffering
from her teacher’s sexual predation. In the wake of Lin’s high-profile death, some survivors have
been encouraged to come forward with their stories of sexual violation, but mainly in a veiled and
anonymous way. It is difficult, if not impossible, to confirm the extent to which the novel matches
Lin’s life and whether it can considered an autobiography. The Lin Yi-han case is therefore not a
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significantly improve the victims’ credibility and increase the perpetrators’
and institutions’ accountability. Sexual violence remains a phenomenon
that is statutorily prohibited and publicly condemned, but stories are told
in private, with victims in the dark and perpetrators enjoying impunity.
The #MeToo movement serves as an indication of civil society’s vibrant
mobilization against sexual violence, but the absence of the #MeToo
movement in a society does not suggest that it lacks anti–sexual violence
activism. Before global #MeToo, activists in Taiwan pursued grassroots
strategies and institutional venues to combat sexual violence. These
efforts came to partial fruition in a series of legal changes, which
included (1) the 1997 Sexual Assault Crime Prevention Act, which
provides rape shield protection, that is, limits on the defense’s ability to
introduce evidence or to cross-examine a sexual assault victim about
their prior sexual history with individuals other than the defendant, and
prohibition of the disclosure of the identity of a victim; (2) a revised
sexual assault law in the Penal Code of 1999 that redefines sexual assault
as a violation of the right to sexual autonomy (not an offense against
social morality), abolishes the resistance requirement, and adopts the
“lack of consent” element; and (3) the 2002 Gender Equality in
Employment Act, the 2004 Gender Equity Education Act, and the 2005
Sexual Harassment Prevention Act, which forbid sexual harassment in
the workplace, on campuses, and in all aspects of social life.
These remarkable achievements in lawmaking raise questions about how
the law relates to the absence of #MeToo in Taiwan: does the absence of
#MeToo prove that the law has provided effective channels and sufficient
remedies for victims so that they do not have to go to the court of public
opinion for justice? Or does it suggest the undermobilization of the law in
extralegal situations despite the failings of formal legal channels? Since the
majority of sexual harassment victims in the workplace do not report or
file complaints through formal channels (Chang 2018; Sheu 1999;
Taiwan Ministry of Labor 2020; Taiwan Police Institute 2012), it is the
latter thesis that is addressed in the following discussion.
LEGAL MOBILIZATION IN THE COURT OF PUBLIC OPINION
While #MeToo has done what the law could not — that is, turning women
into credible accusers — it sprung from the law on sexual harassment
catalyst of #MeToo movement in Taiwan. This assessment, however, is not to be taken as a denial of its
admirable contribution to the public awareness of sexual violence.
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(MacKinnon 2020). Emerging from the failings of formal reporting
channels, #MeToo has updated the map of unofficial reporting and
informal accusations by revealing the “whisper networks” to outsiders
and introducing new types of informal and open-access reporting
channels: the “shadow” court of public opinion (anonymous allegations)
and the “new” court of public opinion (named allegations)
(Tuerkheimer 2019). The rebirth of #MeToo in 2017 — a decade after
Tarana Burke created the hashtag #MeToo and one year after Kimberlé
Crenshaw launched the #SayHerName campaign — was initially
triggered by prominent women making allegations against powerful men
on social media platforms as well as in mainstream media, but the new
court of public opinion has since been made available to survivors other
than celebrities. The lack of public allegations made by prominent
women in Taiwan is one of the reasons why #MeToo is absent. The
disengagement of investigative journalism, which plays a pivotal role in
vetting stories and providing opportunities for rebuttal in the informal
process of addressing sexual abuse (Clarke 2019), has further impeded
the creation of the new court of public opinion.
Does it matter whether the “plaintiff” in the new court of public opinion
is a prominent woman? On the one hand, the activism and work of women
of color around the world is regularly overlooked or underrecognized
(Fileborn and Loney-Howes 2019, 6; Noel and Oppenheimer 2020, xxi),
but, on the other hand, privileged women’s “wins” in the new court of
public opinion can, and did, serve to empower survivors who do not
have access to mainstream media and whose credibility can be easily
challenged and ruined. #MeToo began with a privileged few speaking
out through extralegal channels, but it did not stop there.
The lack of famous plaintiffs in the court of public opinion in Taiwan
speaks volumes about the state of sexual violence: the price and risk of
speaking out are so high that both formal and informal channels fail to
provide remedies for survivors of sexual violence. The privileged few
might have more to lose by pressing charges against powerful men in the
court of public opinion, but they also might have more protection and
more access to mainstream media to confirm their stories of sexual
abuse. The lack of investigative journalism might be a crucial factor
contributing to survivors’ decision to remain silent.
Going to the court of public opinion to claim sexual abuse is a form of
participation in digital feminist activism, but it can also be seen as a form of
informal legal mobilization. In her pivotal work, Zemans (1983, 690) casts
legal mobilization as “a form of political activity by which the citizenry uses
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public authority on its own behalf.” The #MeToo movement has
demonstrated that, in some cases, the court of public opinion has
empowered survivors and imposed accountability on their perpetrators in
ways that formal channels cannot provide. Claiming sexual abuse in the
court of public opinion is to mobilize the law. Making a claim of sexual
abuse in the court of public opinion is also a political act through which an
individual citizen acts as a participant in the making and implementation of
public policy. The trials and legal reforms that followed #MeToo are a
testament to how individual informal legal mobilization can lead to
collective informal legal mobilization and collective formal legal mobilization.
In Taiwan, sexual harassment and sexual assault laws emerged from
feminist legal mobilization long before #MeToo, but undermobilization
of the law in legal and extralegal forums has encumbered its improvement
and enforcement. Scheingold (1974, 2004) has argued that “the myth of
rights” may both empower and constrain those seeking change. The myth
of rights might have contributed to feminist lawmaking in Taiwan, but
sexual violence survivors’ undermobilization of the law might also indicate
their rejection of that myth. Therefore, the absence of #MeToo in Taiwan
can be considered an example of how the myth of rights facilitates and
hinders mobilization for change under different conditions.

WITH THE LAW, NOT DESPITE THE LAW
#MeToo demonstrates the limits of law, but it also exhibits the power of law,
because the movement grew out of sexual harassment and assault laws and
has led to judicial actions and legislative reforms. The absence of #MeToo
in Taiwan suggests the undermobilization of the law in both formal and
informal settings, which further indicates the limits of the law in
producing changes. In terms of the way forward, the question is not how
to replicate the #MeToo social media campaign to make Taiwan a
member of the global #MeToo community, but how and what to learn
from the #MeToo movement: how can we increase the victims’
credibility and the perpetrators’ accountability? The engagement of
investigative journalism, while desperately needed, cannot do it alone.
Should we aspire to the power of law and seek change through the law,
or should we recognize the limits of law and pursue change despite the law?
Contending that it is more productive to situate the debate within
#MeToo in the context of “Sex War 2.0” (i.e., the return of the feminist
sex war of the 1960s and 1970s), Cossman (2019) calls for a rethinking
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of sexual harm, women’s agency, and the role of law, and she advocates for
loosening the law’s hold on the definition of sexual harm. Although her
proposal is an invitation to rethink, rather than to reject, the role of law
in regulating sexual harms to transcend feminist disagreements, it risks
underestimating the power of law to produce change and overestimating
the possibility of creating a carceral state. The law does have limits, and
we should resist the legitimating effects of the myth of rights. However,
we cannot make changes without law. #MeToo litigations and legislation
are taking place, and many have argued that the law should grow with
#MeToo (MacKinnon 2020; Rhode 2019; Rondeau 2019; Tippett 2018;
Tuerkheimer 2019).
Proposals for change can be produced without #MeToo. In her study of the
hostile environment in Taiwan’s hospitals, which reveals the role of the
internal power structure in dealing with sexual harassment, Chang (2018)
argues that organizations should pursue internal policy change along with
more legal enforcement. Her analysis demonstrates how workplace
antiharassment politics, procedures, and training programs operate as what
Edelman (2020) calls “symbolic structures” that symbolize compliance but
do not guarantee substantive results. Her proposal echoes Rhode’s (2019)
suggestion to sustain the #MeToo momentum by addressing the limitations
in law and legal enforcement, improving internal practices, and broadening
the agenda. Taiwan’s feminist movement introduced the first rape law reform
that made lack of consent the core element of rape (“no means no”) nearly
two decades before #MeToo. Advocacy for affirmative consent (“only yes
means yes”) is blooming and growing in Taiwan without #MeToo, despite
the controversy over whether it is the ideal feminist rape law. We can still
make changes in the absence of #MeToo, but butterflies like #MeToo will
make a critical intervention on our way forward.
Chao-ju Chen is Professor of Law and Director of the Women’s and Gender
Studies Program at National Taiwan University: cjtan@ntu.edu.tw
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